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Investigation into the death of Mr Anthony WALGATE DOB 08.05.1991
This further report deals with the investigation into the death of Mr ANTHONY
WALGATE DOB 08.05.91 who died on 19.06.2014
Police have provided a previous report in to the death of Mr Anthony W ALGATE. This
further report will deal with the infomiation that was recovered on the electronic devices
recovered from the home address of Mr WALGATE, and also Mr PORT resided at the
location where Mr W ALGATE was found.
During the investigation the following item was recovered from the home address of Mr
WALGATE.

This exhibit was sent to the INTA Forensics Lab for analysis. The information recovered
from this device has been placed onto a password protected USB Memory Stick.
I have conducted further enquiries on this data, and the details are as follows.
It is clear from the information contained on this laptop that Mr WALGATE was a
student studying fashion. There were a number of images which appear to be consistent
with these studies. A number of images which contain clothing designs, and artworks are
present. There is also a picture of a Middlesex University Student card which bears the
image of Mr WALGATE.

There are also a large number of images which would indicate that Mr W ALGATE took
various images of himself in various states of undress. These images contain Mr
WALGATE in various different poses at various different locations. Some of these
images have been taken at his home address. I can confirm this as I have attended his
home address on a number of occasions, whilst conducting enquiries.
It would appear that these images have been taken for the benefit of another person.

There are images which would appear to show drng use but it is not clear who the person
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is in the image, as it is just a hand holding a syringes on top of a metal spoon. This is a
method of injecting Class A Drugs into the body.
Further enquiries revealed that MR WALGATE would visit websites which are used for
the purposes of meeting other males for sex. Mr W ALGTE would also video himself for
other persons in payment for BITCOINS which are a new online form of payment. The
website used for this is "cam4.co.uk".
It would appear that that he had viewed and had possibly been a member of websites
which would suggest that he may have been involved in prostitution. Names of these
websites are "Silverdaddies.com" "theundergroundclub.net" "mastercash.com"
which is a masters and slaves website.

There are a number of videos which show males performing various sexual acts, on
themselves and others.
Also found on the laptop is a back up of an apple i-phone. No data has been retrieved as
this item is password protected.
Having examined all of the information contained on the laptop of Mr W ALGATE, it is
my opinion that he was a male prostitute who would meet various males for the purpose
of having sex with them. The information contained would tend to corroborate this
opm10n.
Exhibit BSG/09 was recovered inside the home address of Mr PORT. This is also a
laptop.
The data retrieved from this device was placed on the same USB Memory Stick having
been examined by the same laboratory.
I conducted further enquiries on this data, and the details are as follows.
It would appear from looking at the images contained on this laptop that Mr PORT was a
homosexual male, who would pose in similar stages of undress as Mr W ALGATE.
There are a number of videos of Mr PORT engaging in various different sexual acts with
various persons of the same sex.
It would appear that Mr PORT would use dating agencies in order to meet different
persons for the purposes of having sex with them. There is thousands of web pages
viewed, and thousands of searches which have been conducted in regards to this laptop.
It is again clear from looking at this data that Mr PORT would use prostitutes.
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